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Villa BodyCare. The advanced new line of pH balanced products specifically formulated for lodging, fitness, and healthcare markets.  

A complete program of moisture rich products, including hair care, skin care and body lotion.  Each Villa Bodycare product contains choice ingredients to restore, 
revitalize, transform and protect your skin and hair.

These products come in 380ml (12.9oz) sealed bottles ensuring your guests are getting pure product with every squeeze application. There is a clear indicator line 
on the side of the bottle which shows how much liquid is le� in the bottle and when it needs to be replaced. 

Dispenser
Chrome Plated Finish on sturdy ABS plastic 380ml, 24/cs (GL98819).

Sleek chromed dispenser fits into any décor, matching most taps and faucets.  It’s hidden locking mechanism prevents the� of product, yet provides easy bottle 
replacement when activated with the key.  The replaceable dispenser cartridges with product level indicator keeps the product more sanitary than regular bulk 
dispensers and provides economy in usage and waste savings over  traditional small bottle amenities.

Villa BodyCare dispensing cartridges can replace 50 plus small bottles typically used in hotel bathrooms. In industry studies it is not uncommon for 50% or more of 
the contents of those small bottles to go unused. The bottles and contents end up in landfills adding additional cost for the operators.  Nearly all of the Villa 
BodyCare cartridges can be used and the HDPE bottles can be fully recycled. Most of the Villa™ Bodycare cartridges will completely empty thereby ensuring 
virtually no waste to the hotel operator.

Shampoo
A mild hair shampoo designed to gently clean and rejuvenate all types of hair 
and leaving a fresh scent to last the day.
12x380ml (GL98824)

Shower Gel
A full rich lather is pH balanced liquid to cleanse and moisturize, keeping skin 
and hair smooth even a�er repeated washings.
12x380ml (GL98816)

Conditioner
Restores hair with a rich protein bath, giving it a more lustrous feel and shine.
12x380ml (GL98817)

Body Lotion
Relieves dry skin on contact. Retains your natural moisture by continuing to 
moisturize even a�er repeated use.
12x380ml (GL98818)
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